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BALTICVISION

GUARANTEED ESCORTED TOURS: 
ASIAN DEPARTURES
All our tours are guaranteed. They are offered with English 
and Mandarin speaking tour escorts and guides. Tours 
are bilingual and guests are normally from a number of 
different countries. Other guests with the same languages 
may join in or may leave during a tour. Our tours represent 
a unique possibility to meet people across borders and win 
new friends.

BALTICVISION is the largest provider of guaranteed escorted tours and city breaks in 
the Baltic Sea region and beyond. Our tours combine three things which are important 
for modern travellers: affordable prices, first class service and plenty of individual 
choices. Asian departures are specially designed for guests from Asia and are offered 
with bilingual English and Mandarin speaking tour escorts. BALTICVISION distributes 
its products through an extensive network of reliable and trustworthy tour operators.

SERVICE STANDARDS
Hotels: We are using good centrally located four-star 
hotels. We reserve the right to change the featured hotels. 
Alternative hotels will be of the same standard as the 
featured hotels both in terms of standard and location. If 
any changes from featured hotels, final hotel names will be 
advised latest one month prior to arrival.
Breakfast: Breakfast is buffet style at all hotels.
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Coaches and vans: Our coaches are new 49-seater 
first class coaches with air conditioning, adjustable 
seats, toilet, fridge and possible other conveniences. 
Depending on sales, some tours or segments of tours 
and optional tours are operated with new first class vans 
with adjustable seats and air conditioning. For comfort 
and security we always keep at least three empty seats in 
coaches and vans. Passengers are covered by third person 
liability insurance. Drivers are driving strictly according 
to EU regulations. Seating in the vehicles is free.

Tour escorts: Our tour escorts are university graduates 
and have been specially trained as guides and as tour 
escorts. The tour escorts are very experienced and 
most have been working for us for many years. The tour 
escorts are assisted by local guides if needed or required.

Portage: Portage of one piece of luggage is included at 
all four and five star hotels and at railway stations when 
indicated.

Visa support: Visa is required for almost all nationalities 
for tours including Russia and Belarus and only for some 
few nationalities for tours covering EU destinations 
and Ukraine. Unless otherwise indicated, we supply 
visa support complementary. The Baltic countries – 
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, as well Finland are part 
of Shengen agreement countries and Shengen visa 
regulations apply. For tours including Russia, Russian 
visa regulations apply. 

Number of guests: We do not aim at mass tourism. 
For our best-selling tours, we allow max 45 guests on 
the same tour. However, the average number of guests 
is around 25–30. The maximum number of guests 
allowed on these tours is indicated in the programs. 
This firm policy secures more value and more comfort 
for our guests.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Arrival and departure transfers: Guests can pre-
order private arrival and departure transfers. By arrival 
transfer the guests are met by a driver with a name board 
reading their surnames in the arrival hall of the airport. 
Guests should co-ordinate their departure transfer with 
the tour escort.

Welcome meeting: During the welcome meeting, the 
guests are served a welcome drink. The tour escort 
introduces the program and the optional tours, and the 
guests receive various materials such as a personalized 
program and information material. On the few tours, 
where indicated, there is no welcome meeting and the 
tour escort will brief the guests and hand out information 
material at the start of the tour.

MORE VALUE
Optional excursions and dinners: Most of our tours 
come with an extensive choice of optional excursions 
and dinners. The optional services can be booked in 
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advance or during the tour. The optional excursions 
feature important highlights not included into the 
standard sightseeing tours and always include 
transport, guide service and entrances. The optional 
dinners are half-board at hotel or special highlight 
dinners at local restaurants. Dinners at hotels are 
substantial 3-course set menu or buffet style and 
include ice-water and coffee/tea. Highlight dinners 
at local restaurants include a substantial 3-course 
menu with ice-water and coffee/tea. In some cases 
alcoholic drinks or live entertainment is included. 
The highlight dinners at local restaurants include 
guide and transport, in few cases the restaurants 
are within walking distance from the hotel (max 
10 min walk) and transport is not included. At both 
hotels and local restaurants additional drinks can be 
ordered and paid for at the spot. Optional lunches are 
a combination of local lunches and Asian lunches.

PRE- AND POST STAYS
We offer attractive hotel rates for guests who would 
like to arrive earlier or depart later. Please ask for 
a detailed pricelist. We are also capable of offering 
more comprehensive customized pre- and post-
arrangements on and around the destinations. Please 
contact us for detailed offer.

QUALITY, SAFETY AND SECURITY
Quality control: We ask all guests to fill out a service 
questionnaire. The questionnaires are handed over 
to the guests during the welcome meeting or at the 
start of the tour and collected at the end of the tour. 
Moreover, we are happy to receive feedback in any 
other form aiming to help us to maintain and raise the 
standard of our product. 

Safety and security: Safety and security is a priority 
in all our operations. We collaborate only with 
suppliers that guarantee the same. We carefully 
check the insurance and operating licenses of all 
our suppliers.

PRICE POLICY
All prices in this catalogue include service and VAT. 
All prices are gross rates and are commissionable to 
reliable and trustworthy tour operators.

BOOKINGS
We recommend to use B2B online booking platform 
Seagull-online.com for bookings. It is the fastest and 
easiest way to get instant confirmations.



GBH06: 10.05–17.05.20
GBH09: 31.05–07.06.20
GBH13: 28.06–05.07.20
GBH18: 02.08–09.08.20

GBH22: 30.08–06.09.20
GBH25: 20.09–27.09.20
GBH27: 04.10–11.10.20

Including:
•	 7	overnights	at	centrally	located	4	star	hotels
•	 7	x	buffet	breakfast
•	 Welcome	 meeting	 with	 champagne-cocktail	

or juice
•	 Personalised	welcome	package	
•	 Entrances	 to	 Amber	 Gallery	 in	 Vilnius,	 Trakai	

Castle,	 Rundale	 Palace,	 medieval	 Great	 Guild	
Hall in Tallinn

•	 Service	of	English	and	Mandarin	speaking	tour	
escort on all tours

•	 Service	of	 1st	 class	motor	 coaches	or	 1st class 
minivans	throughout	the	itinerary

•	 Portage	at	hotels	

Package prices per person:
EUR 845.00 (double occupancy)
EUR 300.00 (single supplement)

DAY 1 (SUNDAY): ARRIVAL VILNIUS
Arrival in Vilnius, optional transfer to Hotel Radisson Blu 
Lietuva **** or similar, check-in, welcome meeting.

DAY 2 (MONDAY): VILNIUS
Vilnius is known for its more than 1.200 medieval 
buildings and 48 churches. The morning sightseeing tour 
includes a panoramic tour of the city and a walking tour 
of the Old Town with Vilnius Cathedral, Gediminas Tower, 
Peter and Paul Church, St. Anne’s Church, Old University, 
Amber Gallery and the Gates of Dawn. The afternoon offers 
excursion to Trakai, the medieval capital of Lithuania, with 
the well preserved Trakai Castle, beautifully located on 
an island in Lake Galve. In the evening enjoy an optional 
folklore dinner at Restaurant Belmontas.

DAY 3 (TUESDAY): VILNIUS–RIGA
Heading for Riga, the first stop is the Hill of Crosses, one 
of the most holy sites of Catholic Lithuania. After crossing 
into Latvia we soon reach the magnificent Rundale Palace, 
the former summer residence of the Duke of Courland. 
Following a guided tour of the palace we travel through the 
rolling hills of Southern Latvia to reach Riga late afternoon, 
check-in at Hotel Wellton Riverside**** or similar.

DAY 4 (WEDNESDAY): RIGA
Founded in 1201 by the German bishop Albert, Riga is 
the largest of the three Baltic capitals and boasts a real 
kaleidoscope of architectural styles. The walking tour of 
the Old Town includes Riga Castle, the Dome Cathedral, 
St. Peter’s Church, the Swedish Gate, the Three Brothers, 
the Large and Small Guilds and the Freedom Monument. 
The afternoon is reserved for an optional visit to Jurmala, 
the vibrant Latvian sea resort, famous for its wooden 
architecture and sandy beaches. The evening offers an 
optional organ concert at the Dome Cathedral.

DAY 5 (THURSDAY): RIGA
After we got acquainted with Riga we have the possibility 
of discovering medieval Latvia. The optional tour for this 
morning takes us to the stunning scenery of the Gauja 
National Park and the town of Sigulda. We listen to the 
medieval Latvian legend of the Rose of Turaida and see 
the ruins of the Episcopal Castle and of the Castle of 
the Knights of the Sword and have traditional lunch at 
farmstead Zipari before we return to Riga. The afternoon 
offers an optional visit to the Ethnographical Open Air 
Museum, a spacious exposition of 18th century country life. 

DAY 6 (FRIDAY): RIGA–TALLINN
The tour continues along the coastal highway to the 
Estonian summer resort of Parnu. We do a short tour of the 
resort before we continue through the North Estonian land 
of forests and arrive in Tallinn early afternoon, check-in at 
the Hotel Radisson Blu Olympia**** or similar.

DAY 7 (SATURDAY): TALLINN
Tallinn is a charming blend of medieval tranquillity and 
modern urban life. The medieval Old Town is a busy place 
in the summer with its many shops, galleries, souvenir 
markets, outdoor cafés and restaurants. The sightseeing 
tour takes us around the old medieval city walls and 
into the Old Town where we see Toompea Castle, Dome 
Church, Alexander Nevsky Cathedral, medieval Old Town 
Hall and Great Guild Hall. In the afternoon an optional 
excursion is offered to Kadriorg Park and visit to Kadriorg 
Palace. The evening offers an optional medieval dinner at 
Restaurant Maikrahv.

DAY 8 (SUNDAY): TALLINN DEPARTURE
Optional transfer to airport.
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Baltic Highlights

Riga

Vilnius

Tallinn

Optional:
•	 Transfer	 airport	 to	 Hotel	 Radisson	 Blu	 Lietuva:	 EUR	 35.00	

for	private	car	(1–3	persons),	EUR	55.00	for	private	minivan	
(4–7	persons)	

•	 Folklore	dinner	at	Restaurant	Belmontas:	EUR	40.00	pp
•	 4-hour	excursion	to	Jurmala:	EUR	40.00	pp	
•	 Organ	concert	at	the	Dome	Cathedral:	EUR	35.00	pp
•	 4-hour	 excursion	 to	 Gauja	 National	 Park	 including	 lunch	 at	

Zipari:	EUR	70.00	pp
•	 3-hour	excursion	to	the	Open	Air	Museum:	EUR	40.00	pp

•	 3-hour	 excursion	 to	 Kadriorg	 Park	 and	 visit	 to	 Kadriorg	
Palace:	EUR	40.00	pp

•	 Medieval	dinner	at	Restaurant	Maikrahv:	EUR	40.00	pp
•	 Transfer	 Hotel	 Radisson	 Blu	 Olympia	 to	 airport:	 EUR	 35.00	

for	private	car	(1–3	persons),	EUR	55.00	for	private	minivan	
(4–7	persons)	

•	 Half	 board	 at	 hotels	 (7	 x	 3	 course	 dinner	with	 coffee/tea):	
EUR	195.00	pp

•	 Full	 board	 supplement	 (4	 Asian	 lunches	 and	 2	 x	 3	 course	
European	lunches	with	coffee/tea):	EUR	105.00	pp

St. Petersburg

Moscow

May–October 2020, 
8 days/7 nights:

Dates:



St. Petersburg

Moscow

Russian Capitals
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Optional:

DAY 1 (TUESDAY): ARRIVAL ST. PETERSBURG
Arrival in St. Petersburg, optional transfer to Hotel Sokos 
Vasilievsky**** or similar, check-in, welcome meeting.

DAY 2 (WEDNESDAY): ST. PETERSBURG
St. Petersburg is an amazing city. Its imperial palaces and 
museums enjoy worldwide fame, while the Neva River and 
the many canals have deservedly given the city the title 
of Venice of the North. During the morning sightseeing 
tour we get acquainted with all the splendours of the 
city: the Peter-Paul Fortress, the Winter Palace, St. Isaac’s 
Cathedral, the Church of the Bleeding Savior, the Nevsky 
Convent and much more. The afternoon offers an optional 
excursion to Zarskoye Selo with the impressive Catherine’s 
Palace and the Amber Room, which vanished during World 
War II and was restored for St. Petersburg’s tri-centennial 
celebrations. In the evening enjoy an optional visit to the 
Nikolaevsky Palace with an exciting Russian folklore show 
and Russian „champagne” and snacks.

DAY 3 (THURSDAY): ST. PETERSBURG
The morning is reserved for an optional visit to Peterhof, 
an uncontested masterpiece of the time of Peter the Great, 
with the impressive Grand Palace, Grand Cascade and 
Water Avenue and its wonderful parks. In the afternoon, 
visit to the world-famous Hermitage Art Museum is 
offered. In the evening enjoy an optional Russian dinner at 
Restaurant Podvorie.

DAY 4 (FRIDAY): ST. PETERSBURG–MOSCOW
The early morning is reserved for an optional regular 
St. Petersburg channel cruise. Around noon we go to the 
Moscow Railway Station and board the Sapsan high-speed 
train bound for Moscow. The train ride takes us through 
endless Russian landscapes along the River Volga. In the 
late afternoon we arrive to Moscow and check in at Hotel 
Azimut Smolenskaya**** or similar.

DAY 5 (SATURDAY): MOSCOW
Moscow, The Mother of Russia, is a genuine Russian city 
with the Kremlin and its onion domed cathedrals. The 
dramatic changes over the last decade have made the city 
to one of the most dynamic metropolis in the world. The 
morning sightseeing tour includes the highlights of the vast 
city: the Red Square with St. Basil’s Cathedral, the Theatre 
Square with Bolshoi Theatre and Sparrow Hills with Moscow 
University and we visit the Kremlin grounds and one of the 
cathedrals. In the afternoon is offered visit to the Moscow 
Metro including the historical stations on the Ring-Line and 
a guided stroll along the famous pedestrian Arbat Street. The 
evening offers an optional Moscow-by-night tour including 
an unforgettable river cruise with the White Flotilla.

DAY 6 (SUNDAY): MOSCOW
In the morning is offered optional visit to flea market – 
Izmailovo Kremlin – famous Moscow market with local 
crafts, food, national costumes, vodka museum and much 
more. The day continues with an optional excursion to the 
quaint town of Sergiev Posad, where we visit the Trinity 
Lavra of St. Sergius, the most important Russian monastery 
and the spiritual heart of the Russian Orthodox Church. The 
whole Lavra has been beautifully restored for the 700-years 
celebrations of the birth of St. Sergius of Radonezh. 

DAY 7 (MONDAY): MOSCOW DEPARTURE 
Optional transfer to the airport.

•	 Transfer	 airport	 to	 Hotel	 Sokos	 Vasilievsky:	 EUR	 70.00	 for	
private	 car	 (1–3	 persons),	 EUR	 90.00	 for	 private	 minivan	
(4–7	persons)

•	 4-hour	 excursion	 to	 Zarskoye	 Selo	 and	 visit	 to	 Catherine’s	
Palace:	EUR	80.00	pp

•	 Visit	to	folklore	show	at	the	Nikolaevsky	Palace:	EUR	65.00	pp
•	 4-hour	 excursion	 to	 Peterhof	 and	 visit	 to	 the	Grand	 Palace:	

EUR	75.00	pp	
•	 Russian	dinner	at	Restaurant	Podvorie:	EUR	75.00	pp
•	 Regular	St.	Petersburg	channel	cruise:	EUR	40.00	pp	

•	 3-hour	Moscow-by-night	tour	and	river	cruise:	EUR	55.00	pp

•	 3-hour	 visit	 to	 Izmailovo	 market	 with	 vodka	 museum:	
EUR	40.00	pp

•	 6-hour	excursion	to	Sergiev	Posad:	EUR	80.00	pp

•	 Transfer	 Hotel	 Azimut	 Smolenskaya	 to	 airport:	 EUR	 80.00	
for	private	car	(1–3	persons),	EUR	100.00	for	private	minivan	
(4–7	persons)

•	 Half	board	(6	x	3	course	dinner	with	coffee/tea):	EUR	180.00	pp

•	 Full	board	supplement	(Asian	lunches):	EUR	90.00	pp

May–October 2020, 
7 days/6 nights:

Dates:
GRC07: 19.05–25.05.20
GRC10: 09.06–15.06.20
GRC14: 07.07–13.07.20

GRC19: 11.08–17.08.20
GRC23: 08.09–14.09.20
GRC26: 29.09–05.10.20

Including:
•	 6	overnights	at	centrally	located	4	star	hotels
•	 6	x	buffet	breakfast
•	 Welcome	 meeting	 with	 champagne-cocktail	

or juice
•	 Personalised	welcome	package
•	 Entrances	 to	 Peter-Paul	 Fortress	 and	

Hermitage	 Art	Museum	 in	 St.	 Petersburg	 and	
Moscow	Kremlin	and	metro	tour	of	Moscow

•	 Service	of	English	and	Mandarin	speaking	tour	
escort on all tours

•	 Service	of	 1st class	motor	 coaches	or	 1st class 
minivans	throughout	the	itinerary

•	 Sapsan	 high-speed	 train	 St.	 Petersburg–
Moscow	OW	(2nd	class)

•	 Portage	at	hotels	and	railway	stations

Package prices per person:
EUR 895.00 (double occupancy)
EUR 350.00 (single supplement)

White Night Supplement for GRC07–GRC14
EUR 100.00 (double occupancy)
EUR 100.00 (single supplement)



The Czar Route

Helsinki

St. Petersburg

Moscow

May–October 2020,  
9 days/8 nights:

Dates:
GCR07: 17.05–25.05.20
GCR10: 07.06–15.06.20
GCR14: 05.07–13.07.20

GCR19: 09.08–17.08.20
GCR23: 06.09–14.09.20
GCR26: 27.09–05.10.20

Including:
•	 8	overnights	at	centrally	located	4	star	hotels
•	 8	x	buffet	breakfast
•	 Welcome	 meeting	 with	 champagne-cocktail	

or juice
•	 Personalised	welcome	package
•	 Entrances	 Church-in-the-Rock	 in	 Helsinki,	

Peter-Paul-Fortress,	Hermitage	Art	Museum	in	
St.	Petersburg	and	Moscow	Kremlin	and	metro	
tour	of	Moscow

•	 Service	of	English	and	Mandarin	speaking	tour	
escort on all tours

•	 Service	of	 1st class	motor	 coaches	or	 1st class 
minivans	throughout	the	itinerary

•	 Sapsan	 high-speed	 train	 St.	 Petersburg–
Moscow	OW	(2nd	class)	

•	 Portage	at	hotels	and	railway	stations

Package prices per person:
EUR 1195.00 (double occupancy)
EUR 450.00 (single supplement)

White Night Supplement for GCR07–GCR14 
EUR 100.00 (double occupancy)
EUR 100.00 (single supplement)

DAY 1 (SUNDAY): ARRIVAL HELSINKI
Arrival in Helsinki, optional transfer to Hotel Glo Art**** 
or similar, check-in, welcome meeting.

DAY 2 (MONDAY): HELSINKI
Helsinki is truly located at the crossroads of Western and 
Eastern culture and this is reflected everywhere in the 
green and lively Finnish capital. The sightseeing tour takes 
us around the harbours and the Senate Square with the 
Lutheran Cathedral, up central Mannerheim Street and by 
the Parliament Building, the Finlandia Hall, and the Sibelius 
Monument and for a visit at the famous Church-in-the-Rock. 
The afternoon offers an optional excursion to Suomenlinna 
Fortress, a cultural treasure which construction was started 
in the 18th century as a sea fortress. Located on an island, 
fortress is a unique attraction for visitors.

DAY 3 (TUESDAY): HELSINKI–ST. PETERSBURG
Today we continue eastbound to St. Petersburg. Shortly 
after crossing the border into Russia we arrive in 
Vyborg, where we take time for a short sightseeing tour 
and a photo-stop at Vyborg Castle. In the late afternoon 
we arrive in St.  Petersburg and check-in at Hotel Sokos 
Vasilievsky**** or similar.

DAY 4 (WEDNESDAY): ST. PETERSBURG
St. Petersburg is an amazing city. Its imperial palaces and 
museums enjoy worldwide fame, while the Neva River and 
the many canals have deservedly given the city the title 
of Venice of the North. During the morning sightseeing 
tour we get acquainted with all the splendours of the 
city: the Peter-Paul Fortress, the Winter Palace, St. Isaac’s 
Cathedral, the Church of the Bleeding Savior, the Nevsky 
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Convent and much more. The afternoon offers an optional excursion to Zarskoye Selo with 
the impressive Catherine’s Palace and the Amber Room, which vanished during World 
War II and was restored for St. Petersburg’s tri-centennial celebrations. In the evening 
enjoy an optional visit to the Nikolaevsky Palace with an exciting Russian folklore show 
and Russian „champagne” and snacks.

DAY 5 (THURSDAY): ST. PETERSBURG
The morning is reserved for an optional visit to Peterhof, an uncontested masterpiece 
of the time of Peter the Great, with the impressive Grand Palace, Grand Cascade and 
Water Avenue and its wonderful parks. In the afternoon, visit to the world-famous 
Hermitage Art Museum is offered. In the evening enjoy an optional Russian dinner at 
Restaurant Podvorie.

DAY 6 (FRIDAY): ST. PETERSBURG–MOSCOW
The early morning is reserved for an optional regular St. Petersburg channel cruise. 
Around noon we go to the Moscow Railway Station and board the Sapsan high-speed 
train bound for Moscow. The train ride takes us through endless Russian landscapes 
along the River Volga. In the late afternoon we arrive to Moscow and check in at Hotel 
Azimut Smolenskaya**** or similar.

DAY 7 (SATURDAY): MOSCOW
Moscow, The Mother of Russia, is a genuine Russian city with the Kremlin and its onion 
domed cathedrals. The dramatic changes over the last decade have made the city to one 
of the most dynamic metropolis in the world. The morning sightseeing tour includes the 
highlights of the vast city: the Red Square with St. Basil’s Cathedral, the Theatre Square 

with Bolshoi Theatre and Sparrow Hills with Moscow University and we visit 
the Kremlin grounds and one of the cathedrals. In the afternoon is offered visit 
to the Moscow Metro including the historical stations on the Ring-Line and 
a guided stroll along the famous pedestrian Arbat Street. The evening offers 
an optional Moscow-by-night tour including an unforgettable river cruise with 
the White Flotilla.

DAY 8 (SUNDAY): MOSCOW
In the morning is offered optional visit to flea market – Izmailovo Kremlin – 
famous Moscow market with local crafts, food, national costumes, vodka 
museum and much more. The day continues with an optional excursion to the 
quaint town of Sergiev Posad, where we visit the Trinity Lavra of St. Sergius, 
the most important Russian monastery and the spiritual heart of the Russian 
Orthodox Church. The whole Lavra has been beautifully restored for the 
700-years celebrations of the birth of St. Sergius of Radonezh. 

DAY 9 (MONDAY): MOSCOW DEPARTURE
Optional transfer to the airport.

Optional:
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•	 Transfer	airport	to	Hotel	Glo	Art:	EUR	80.00	for	private	
car	(1–3	persons),	EUR	100.00	for	private	minivan	(4–7	
persons)	

•	 3-hour	 excursion	 with	 water	 bus	 to	 the	 Suomenlinna	
Fortress:	EUR	60.00	pp

•	 4-hour	 excursion	 to	 Peterhof	 and	 visit	 to	 the	 Grand	
Palace:	EUR	75.00	pp	

•	 Visit	 to	 folklore	 show	 at	 the	 Nikolaevsky	 Palace:	
EUR	65.00	pp

•	 4-hour	 excursion	 to	 Zarskoye	 Selo	 and	 visit	 to	
Catherine’s	Palace:	EUR	80.00	pp

•	 Russian	dinner	at	Restaurant	Podvorie:	EUR	75.00	pp
•	 Regular	St.	Petersburg	channel	cruise:	EUR	40.00	pp
•	 3-hour	 Moscow-by-night	 tour	 and	 river	 cruise:	

EUR	55.00	pp
•	 3-hour	 visit	 to	 Izmailovo	 market	 with	 vodka	 museum:	

EUR	40.00	pp
•	 6-hour	excursion	to	Sergiev	Posad:	EUR	80.00	pp

•	 Transfer	 Hotel	 Azimut	 Smolenskaya	 to	 airport:	
EUR	80.00	for	private	car	(1–3	persons),	EUR	100.00	for	
private	minivan	(4–7	persons)	

•	 Half	board	at	hotels	(6	x	3	course	dinner	with	coffee/tea	
on	Day	3–Day	8):	EUR	210.00	pp

•	 Full	board	supplement	(6	Asian	lunches	and	1	x	3	course	
European	lunch	with	coffee/tea):	EUR	130.00	pp



DAY 1 (SUNDAY): ARRIVAL VILNIUS
Arrival in Vilnius, optional transfer to Hotel Radisson Blu 
Lietuva **** or similar, check-in, welcome meeting.

DAY 2 (MONDAY): VILNIUS
Vilnius is known for its more than 1.200 medieval 
buildings and 48 churches. The morning sightseeing tour 
includes a panoramic tour of the city and a walking tour 
of the Old Town with Vilnius Cathedral, Gediminas Tower, 
Peter and Paul Church, St. Anne’s Church, Old University, 
Amber Gallery and the Gates of Dawn. The afternoon offers 
excursion to Trakai, the medieval capital of Lithuania, with 
the well preserved Trakai Castle, beautifully located on 
an island in Lake Galve. In the evening enjoy an optional 
folklore dinner at Restaurant Belmontas.

DAY 3 (TUESDAY): VILNIUS–RIGA
Heading for Riga, the first stop is the Hill of Crosses, one 
of the most holy sites of Catholic Lithuania. After crossing 
into Latvia we soon reach the magnificent Rundale Palace, 
the former summer residence of the Duke of Courland. 
Following a guided tour of the palace we travel through the 
rolling hills of Southern Latvia to reach Riga late afternoon, 
check-in at Hotel Wellton Riverside**** or similar.

DAY 4 (WEDNESDAY): RIGA
Founded in 1201 by the German bishop Albert, Riga is 
the largest of the three Baltic capitals and boasts a real 
kaleidoscope of architectural styles. The walking tour of 
the Old Town includes Riga Castle, the Dome Cathedral, 
St. Peter’s Church, the Swedish Gate, the Three Brothers, 
the Large and Small Guilds and the Freedom Monument. 
The afternoon is reserved for an optional visit to Jurmala, 
the vibrant Latvian sea resort, famous for its wooden 
architecture and sandy beaches. The evening offers an 
optional organ concert at the Dome Cathedral.

DAY 5 (THURSDAY): RIGA
After we got acquainted with Riga we have the possibility 
of discovering medieval Latvia. The optional tour for this 
morning takes us to the stunning scenery of the Gauja 
National Park and the town of Sigulda. We listen to the 
medieval Latvian legend of the Rose of Turaida and see 
the ruins of the Episcopal Castle and of the Castle of 
the Knights of the Sword and have traditional lunch at 
farmstead Zipari before we return to Riga. The afternoon 

offers an optional visit to the Ethnographical Open Air 
Museum, a spacious exposition of 18th century country life. 

DAY 6 (FRIDAY): RIGA–TALLINN
The tour continues along the coastal highway to the 
Estonian summer resort of Parnu. We do a short tour of the 
resort before we continue through the North Estonian land 
of forests and arrive in Tallinn early afternoon, check-in at 
the Hotel Radisson Blu Olympia**** or similar.

DAY 7 (SATURDAY): TALLINN
Tallinn is a charming blend of medieval tranquillity and 
modern urban life. The medieval Old Town is a busy place 
in the summer with its many shops, galleries, souvenir 
markets, outdoor cafés and restaurants. The sightseeing 
tour takes us around the old medieval city walls and 
into the Old Town where we see Toompea Castle, Dome 
Church, Alexander Nevsky Cathedral, medieval Old Town 
Hall and Great Guild Hall. In the afternoon an optional 
excursion is offered to Kadriorg Park and visit to Kadriorg 
Palace. The evening offers an optional medieval dinner at 
Restaurant Maikrahv.

DAY 8 (SUNDAY): TALLINN–HELSINKI
After breakfast enjoy last hours at leisure in Tallinn and 
in early afternoon we take the ferry to Helsinki and enjoy 

Baltic and Russian Explorer
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GBX06: 10.05–25.05.20
GBX09: 31.05–15.06.20
GBX13: 28.06–13.07.20

GBX18: 02.08–17.08.20
GBX22: 30.08–14.09.20
GBX25: 20.09–05.10.20

Including:
•	 15	overnights	at	centrally	located	4	star	hotels
•	 15	x	buffet	breakfast
•	 Welcome	 meeting	 with	 champagne-cocktail	

or juice
•	 Personalised	welcome	package	
•	 Entrances	 to	 Amber	 Gallery	 in	 Vilnius,	 Trakai	

Castle,	 Rundale	 Palace,	 medieval	 Great	 Guild	
Hall	 in	 Tallinn,	 Church-in-the-Rock	 in	Helsinki,	
Peter-Paul-Fortress,	Hermitage	Art	Museum	in	
St.	Petersburg	and	Moscow	Kremlin	and	metro	
tour	of	Moscow

•	 Service	of	English	and	Mandarin	speaking	tour	
escort on all tours

•	 Service	of	 1st	 class	motor	 coaches	or	 1st class 
minivans	throughout	the	itinerary

•	 Ferry	Tallinn–Helsinki	OW
•	 Sapsan	 high-speed	 train	 St.	 Petersburg–

Moscow	OW	(2nd	class)
•	 Portage	at	hotels	and	railway	stations	

Package prices per person:
EUR 2145.00 (double occupancy)
EUR 750.00 (single supplement)

White Night Supplement for GBX06–GBX09 
EUR 100.00 (double occupancy)
EUR 100.00 (single supplement)

St. Petersburg

Moscow

Helsinki

Tallinn

Riga

Vilnius

May–October 2020,
16 days/15 nights

Dates:



a refreshing tour through the Finnish archipelago before arriving in Helsinki. Upon 
arrival we are transferred to our hotel and check-in at Hotel Glo Art**** or similar.

DAY 9 (MONDAY): HELSINKI
Helsinki is truly located at the crossroads of Western and Eastern culture and this is 
reflected everywhere in the green and lively Finnish capital. The sightseeing tour takes 
us around the harbours and the Senate Square with the Lutheran Cathedral, up central 
Mannerheim Street and by the Parliament Building, the Finlandia Hall, and the Sibelius 
Monument and for a visit at the famous Church-in-the-Rock. The afternoon offers an 
optional excursion to Suomenlinna Fortress, a cultural treasure which construction was 
started in the 18th century as a sea fortress. Located on an island, fortress is a unique 
attraction for visitors. 

DAY 10 (TUESDAY): HELSINKI–ST. PETERSBURG
Today we continue eastbound to St. Petersburg. Shortly after crossing the border into 
Russia we arrive in Vyborg, where we take time for a short sightseeing tour and a photo-
stop at Vyborg Castle. In the late afternoon we arrive in St. Petersburg and check-in at 
Hotel Sokos Vasilievsky**** or similar.

DAY 11 (WEDNESDAY): ST. PETERSBURG
St. Petersburg is an amazing city. Its imperial palaces and museums enjoy worldwide 
fame, while the Neva River and the many canals have deservedly given the city the title of 
Venice of the North. During the morning sightseeing tour we get acquainted with all the 
splendours of the city: the Peter-Paul Fortress, the Winter Palace, St. Isaac’s Cathedral, the 
Church of the Bleeding Savior, the Nevsky Convent and much more. The afternoon offers 
an optional excursion to Zarskoye Selo with the impressive Catherine’s Palace and the 
Amber Room, which vanished during World War II and was restored for St. Petersburg’s 
tri-centennial celebrations. In the evening enjoy an optional visit to the Nikolaevsky 
Palace with an exciting Russian folklore show and Russian „champagne” and snacks.

DAY 12 (THURSDAY): ST. PETERSBURG
The morning is reserved for an optional visit to Peterhof, an uncontested masterpiece 
of the time of Peter the Great, with the impressive Grand Palace, Grand Cascade and 
Water Avenue and its wonderful parks. In the afternoon, visit to the world-famous 
Hermitage Art Museum is offered. In the evening enjoy an optional Russian dinner at 
Restaurant Podvorie.

DAY 13 (FRIDAY): ST. PETERSBURG–MOSCOW
The early morning is reserved for an optional regular St. Petersburg channel cruise. 
Around noon we go to the Moscow Railway Station and board the Sapsan high-speed 
train bound for Moscow. The train ride takes us through endless Russian landscapes 
along the River Volga. In the late afternoon we arrive to Moscow and check in at Hotel 
Azimut Smolenskaya**** or similar.

DAY 14 (SATURDAY): MOSCOW
Moscow, The Mother of Russia, is a genuine Russian city with the Kremlin and its onion 
domed cathedrals. The dramatic changes over the last decade have made the city to one 
of the most dynamic metropolis in the world. The morning sightseeing tour includes 
the highlights of the vast city: the Red Square with St. Basil’s Cathedral, the Theatre 
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Square with Bolshoi Theatre and Sparrow Hills with Moscow University and we 
visit the Kremlin grounds and one of the cathedrals. In the afternoon is offered 
visit to the Moscow Metro including the historical stations on the Ring-Line and 
a guided stroll along the famous pedestrian Arbat Street. The evening offers 
an optional Moscow-by-night tour including an unforgettable river cruise with 
the White Flotilla.

DAY 15 (SUNDAY): MOSCOW
In the morning is offered optional visit to flea market – Izmailovo Kremlin – 
famous Moscow market with local crafts, food, national costumes, vodka 
museum and much more. The day continues with an optional excursion to the 
quaint town of Sergiev Posad, where we visit the Trinity Lavra of St. Sergius, 
the most important Russian monastery and the spiritual heart of the Russian 
Orthodox Church. The whole Lavra has been beautifully restored for the 
700-years celebrations of the birth of St. Sergius of Radonezh. 

DAY 16 (MONDAY): MOSCOW DEPARTURE
Optional transfer to the airport.

Optional:
•	 Transfer	airport	to	Hotel	Radisson	Blu	Lietuva:	EUR	35.00	

for	 private	 car	 (1–3	 persons),	 EUR	 55.00	 for	 private	
minivan	(4–7	persons)	

•	 Folklore	dinner	at	Restaurant	Belmontas:	EUR	40.00	pp
•	 4-hour	excursion	to	Jurmala:	EUR	40.00	pp	
•	 Organ	concert	at	the	Dome	Cathedral:	EUR	35.00	pp
•	 4-hour	excursion	to	Gauja	National	Park	including	lunch	at	

Zipari:	EUR	70.00	pp
•	 3-hour	excursion	to	the	Open	Air	Museum:	EUR	40.00	pp
•	 3-hour	 excursion	 to	 Kadriorg	 Park	 and	 visit	 to	 Kadriorg	

Palace:	EUR	40.00	pp
•	 Medieval	dinner	at	Restaurant	Maikrahv:	EUR	40.00	pp

•	 3-hour	 excursion	 with	 water	 bus	 to	 the	 Suomenlinna	
Fortress:	EUR	60.00	pp

•	 4-hour	excursion	to	Zarskoye	Selo	and	visit	to	Catherine’s	
Palace:	EUR	80.00	pp

•	 Visit	 to	 folklore	 show	 at	 the	 Nikolaevsky	 Palace:	
EUR	65.00	pp

•	 4-hour	 excursion	 to	 Peterhof	 and	 visit	 to	 the	 Grand	
Palace:	EUR	75.00	pp

•	 Russian	dinner	at	Restaurant	Podvorie:	EUR	75.00	pp	
•	 Regular	St.	Petersburg	channel	cruise:	EUR	40.00	pp	
•	 3-hour	 Moscow-by-night	 tour	 and	 river	 cruise:	

EUR	55.00	pp	

•	 3-hour	 visit	 to	 Izmailovo	 market	 with	 vodka	 museum:	
EUR	40.00	pp

•	 6-hour	excursion	to	Sergiev	Posad:	EUR	80.00	pp
•	 Transfer	Hotel	Azimut	Smolenskaya	to	airport:	EUR	80.00	

for	 private	 car	 (1–3	 persons),	 EUR	 100.00	 for	 private	
minivan	(4–7	persons)	

•	 Half	board	at	hotels	(13	x	3	course	dinner	with	coffee/tea	
on	Day	1–Day	7	and	Day	10–Day	15):	EUR	375.00	pp

•	 Full	board	supplement	(11	Asian	lunches	and	3	x	3	course	
European	lunches	with	coffee/tea):	EUR	255.00	pp
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Booking Conditions
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PRICES
All prices, including transfers, optional excursions, 
activities and meals, are gross rates. Provided an 
agent agreement has been signed, agreed commission 
will be deducted from the invoice for the bookings. If 
you do not have an agent agreement for Guaranteed 
Escorted Tour bookings, please contact us.

VISA SUPPORT
Our issued visa support letter is not visa itself 
and valid visa must be obtained prior to arrival, 
where required. If visa support letters have been 
supplied timely and correctly, we do not resume 
responsibility for guests arriving without valid visa.

PROGRAM AMENDMENTS
We reserve the right to amend the itinerary and/
or included entrances without prior notice due 
to weather conditions or interference of local 
authorities, which is out of our control or the 
control of our suppliers. Should the itinerary 
and/or program be amended due to unforeseen 
circumstances, we will endeavour to find suitable 
alternative activities.

3RD PERSON 
AND CHILD POLICY
The price for an adult in an extra bed is the same as 
the price per person in a double room. To provide 
triple occupancy we are generally booking a 
higher room category for the comfort of our guests. 
Children between 2–11 years old receive a discount 
when sharing a room with two paying adults. Extra 
beds may be folding beds and do not in all cases 
offer same comfort as a regular bed.

TRANSFER INFORMATION
If arrival transfer is booked, a driver will meet the 
guests with a name-board reading their names inside 
the arrival hall of the airport of arrival. If arrival 

By booking the customers accept the below booking conditions, unless otherwise agreed in written form:

FREE SALES: 
According to the agent agreement, the seller will 
grant the customer free sales of max 3 rooms per 
departure per day until 7 days prior to departure or 
until the seller requests the customer to close the 
sales. Stop sales dates are sent to e-mail address as 
indicated by customer. Should the customer have 
bookings of more than 3 rooms for a departure within 
one day, the costumer should forward the bookings 
by mail to the seller and obtain a confirmation. 
B2B online booking platform Seagull-Online.com is 
available for bookings and instant confirmations.

CANCELLATION CONDITIONS 
After confirmation the customer can cancel the 
reservation within 7 days or latest 35 days prior to 
arrival without cancellation fee. If the reservation is 
cancelled later than 7 days after confirmation and 
more than 35 days prior to arrival the seller reserves 
the right to charge a cancelation fee of EUR 75.00 per 
person. Besides, the seller reserves the right to charge 
the following cancellation fees: for cancellations from 
35–15 days prior to arrival – 50% of the total cost 
of the reservation, for cancellations 14–8 days prior 
to arrival – 75% of the total cost of the reservation, 
7–1 days prior to arrival and “no show” – 100% of the 
total cost for the reservation. 
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transfer is not booked, the guests will be met by the 
tour leader of the group at the welcome meeting at 
the hotel lobby on the day of arrival at 07.00PM, 
local time. For some programs timing might differ. 
In this case information about the welcome meeting 
will be provided by check in. In case of late arrival, 
the tour leader will leave info material at hotel 
reception and we ask the guests to be at hotel lobby 
next morning at 08.45AM. Departure transfers in 
Tallinn are performed 2 hours before flight, and in 
Moscow 4 hours before flight. This timing has been 
estimated based on our knowledge and experience 
working in these destinations, considering traffic in 
each particular city, driving time and required time 
at the airport check-in counters.

OPTIONAL TOURS
All optional tours are guaranteed. They can be either 
pre-booked or booked on the spot. Payment for on-
site bookings is accepted by our tour leaders in cash 
in EUR or USD or by Visa or Master credit cards.

FORCE MAjEURE
The seller shall not be liable for any delay or failure 
in its performance of any of the services, when 
such delay or failure arises for reasons beyond its 
reasonable control, including without limitation, 
acts of terrorism, civil insurrection, blockade, 
labour disputes and strikes, material shortages, 

embargoes, rationing, acts of local, state or 
national governments or public agencies, utility or 
communication failures or delays, fire, acts of war, 
floods and epidemics.

EMERGENCY CONTACTS
The centralized emergency contact number for 
customers and guests: +371 29273999.



For more information and bookings:

www.balticvision.com


